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Abstract In this paper we present a motion control scheme based on a gain scheduling fuzzy self-tuning structure for robot manipulators. We demonstrate, by taking into account the full non-linear and multivariable nature of the robot dynamics, that the overall closed-loop system is uniformly asymptotically stable. Besides the theoretical result, the proposed control scheme shows two practical characteristics. First, the actuators torque capabilities can be taken into account to avoid torque saturation, and second, undesirable e8ects due to Coulomb friction in the robot joints can be attenuated. Experimental c 2001 results on a two degrees-of-freedom direct-drive arm show the usefulness of the proposed control approach.  Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. Keywords: Fuzzy control; Robotics; Control theory; Lyapunov stability



1. Introduction In recent years fuzzy logic has been widely used as a successful practical approach for designing and implementing control systems. A review of the specialized literature during the last two decades reveals a remarkable amount and variety of fuzzy adaptive realizations. Fuzzy adaptation and fuzzy self-tuning of classic controllers are now available [12,26,22,40,10,36]. Some applications in robotics are also reported in [34,11,41,24,15,21].
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According to [23], the majority of fuzzy controllers developed so far belongs to the class of PD or PID controllers. These controllers can be also classiHed into direct action controllers (DA), gain scheduling controllers (GS), and a combination of both. The DA controllers are placed in the feedback loop and computes the PD or PID actions through fuzzy inference. Most of the PD or PID fuzzy controllers realizations belong to this category. In GS controllers two forms of computing the individual PD or PID gains through fuzzy inference are reported in [23]: error driven self-tuning [40,37,15] or performance-based supervisory tuning [8]. Strictly speaking, the error driven self-tuning controllers should not be considered inside of the category of the gain scheduling controllers, since in control theory, these are considered open-loop controllers due to the fact that their states are not fedback [1]. Also, the term “self-tuning” is commonly used in control theory to denote a class of adaptive regulators based on on-line estimation of the process parameters. Despite these misled terms, we will try to be consistent with fuzzy logic literature adopting these terms. Applications in tracking control problems of robot manipulators are also available [4,13,21]. In [4] an adaptive fuzzy logic controller is proposed. The structure of this controller is based on the so-called Slotine– Li controller (a PD term plus a model-based nonlinear compensation term using Hltered tracking errors). A framework that can approximate any nonlinear function with arbitrary accuracy is designed using a fuzzy logic system. By using this technique an estimate of the nonlinear compensation term of the control law is obtained. A learning algorithm that learns the membership function is developed, and the stability of the closed-loop system is demonstrated. In [13] a tracking control system of a class of feedback linearizable unknown nonlinear dynamical systems, such as robotic systems, using a discrete time fuzzy logic controller, is presented. Unlike [4], instead of using fuzzy adaptation of the nonlinear compensation terms, in this paper we use the potential of a gain scheduling fuzzy self-tuning scheme in order to design a methodology for on-line parameter tuning of a robot motion controller. Particular attention is paid to provide a rigorous stability analysis including the robot nonlinear dynamics. A basic problem in controlling robots is the so-called motion control formulation where a manipulator is requested to track a desired position trajectory. A number of such robot motion controllers having rigorous stability proofs have been reported in the literature and robotics textbooks [5,32,20,31]. Most of these stability results have been obtained provided that the controller parameters are constant and they belong to well-deHned intervals. In this paper we show – in the absence of friction – that the so-called PD+ controller for robot manipulators [18,27] yields global uniform asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system, in spite of the proportional and derivative gains not being constant but they being dependent on states. This property is useful to face up to practical problems such as, the inherent actuator torque limits and bias in positioning due to Coulomb friction. When friction is considered we present a simpliHed study which establishes ultimately boundedness of the tracking position error. Freedom to select proportional and derivative gain matrices in a nonlinear manner for the PD+ controller leads us to apply the fuzzy logic to self-tune the gains of the controller in such a way that real disturbances and constraints be taken into account. To this end we design a fuzzy logic tuner whose parameters are selected to guarantee global uniform asymptotic stability requirements, in the absence of friction, and to bear in mind speciHcations of allowable actuator torques limits and desired tracking accuracy in the presence of friction. The performance of the proposed control scheme is illustrated via experimental evaluation on a two degree of freedom direct-drive vertical robot arm. Throughout this paper, we use the notation m {A} and M {A} to indicate the smallest and largest eigenvalues, respectively, of a symmetric positive-deHnite bounded matrix A(x), for any x ∈ Rn . The norm of √ T vector  x is deHned as x = x x, and that of matrix A is deHned as the corresponding induced norm A = M {AT A}.
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2. Robot dynamics 2.1. Simpli7ed model The dynamics of a serial n-link rigid robot can be written as [32] M (q)qN + C(q; q) ˙ q˙ + +(q) = ;



(1)



where q is an n × 1 vector of joint displacements, q˙ is an n × 1 vector of joint velocities,  is an n × 1 vector of actuators applied torques, M (q) is an n × n symmetric positive-deHnite manipulator inertia matrix, C(q; q) ˙ q˙ is an n × 1 vector of centripetal and Coriolis torques, and +(q) is an n × 1 vector of gravitational torques obtained as the gradient of the potential energy U(q) due to gravity. 2.2. Practical model Several disturbances and constraints a8ect real manipulators such as friction and actuators torque capabilities. Friction is a complex phenomenon to describe, but most important features can be captured by the viscous and Coulomb e8ects [3]. These can be modeled by f (q) ˙ = Bq˙ + Fc sign(q); ˙ where f (q) ˙ is an n × 1 vector of friction torques with B = diag{b1 ; b2 ; : : : ; bn }, Fc = diag{fc1 ; fc2 ; : : : ; fcn }, and bi and fci are positive constants. Concerning the robot actuators, we assume that they are ideal torque sources (without dynamics) but they can only deliver torques within prescribed limits. More speciHcally, the absolute value of the torque i supplied by the ith actuator is restricted to be smaller than a known maximum torque max . This can be formally stated i by means of the hard saturation function sat() deHned as   sat( 1 )     sat() =  ...  ; (2)   sat( n ) where



 if | i |¡ max ;



i  i   max max if i ¿ i ; sat( i ) = i    max − i if i 6 − max : i



(3)



Friction and actuators capabilities can be incorporated into dynamics (1) as M (q)qN + C(q; q) ˙ q˙ + +(q) + f (q) ˙ = sat():



(4)



2.3. Properties We assume the robot joints are joined together with revolute joints. With reference to robot dynamics (1) or (4), they possess two useful properties:
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Property 1 (Koditschek [18]). The matrix C(q; q) ˙ may not be unique; but the vector C(q; q) ˙ q˙ is unique. There exists a choice of C(q; q) ˙ (using the Christo;el symbols) such that the matrix ˙ S = 12 M˙ (q) − C(q; q)



(5)



is skew-symmetric (S = − S T ) and it satis7es the following properties: • xT [ 12 M˙ (q) − C(q; q)]x ˙ = 0 ∀q; q; ˙ x ∈ Rn . T • M˙ (q) = C(q; q) ˙ + C(q; q) ˙ ∀q; q˙ ∈ Rn . Independent of the way that the matrix C(q; q) ˙ is chosen; it always satis7es • q˙T [ 12 M˙ (q) − C(q; q)] ˙ q˙ = 0 ∀q; q˙ ∈ Rn . Property 2. There exists a positive constant k C1 such that C(q; x)y6kC1 xy



∀q; x; y ∈ Rn :



(6)



3. Control problem formulation and motivation The motion control problem of manipulators in joint space can be stated in the following terms. Assume that the joint position q and the joint velocity q˙ are available for measurement. Let the desired joint position qd be a twice di8erentiable vector function. We deHne a motion controller as a controller to determine the actuator torques  in such a way that the following control aim be achieved: lim q(t) = qd (t):



t→∞



In this paper we say that the control system is globally asymptotically stable if the control aim is guaranteed irrespective of the robot initial conHguration q(0) and q(0). ˙ In this paper we broach the control problem in two directions: • First, we attempt to design a motion control scheme for the simpliHed dynamics (1) leading to a globally asymptotically stable closed-loop system. Further, the parameters of the control scheme are allowed to depend in a nonlinear suitable fashion on the robot state without destroying stability. The latter feature is a key point for the introduction of self-tuning procedures. • Second, the more complex dynamic model (4) is considered and the previous motion control scheme is chained to a fuzzy self-tuning mechanism in order to achieve a practical performance index. 4. A globally asymptotically stable motion controller Despite a number of robot motion control strategies are available today, most of them yields globally asymptotically stable systems under a constant selection of their controller parameters. In order to improve the performance and deal in practice with friction and actuator torque saturation constraints, it may be necessary to have variable gains. In this section we introduce a new motion controller whose main feature is that stability holds even though the parameters depend on the robot state. For convenience we Hrst introduce a matrix function Kp (q) ˜ : Rn → Rn×n with the following structure:   0 ··· 0 kp1 (q˜1 )    0 kp2 (q˜2 ) · · · 0     ˜ = (7) Kp (q)  .. .. ..  : ..   . . . .   0 0 · · · kpi (q˜i )
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Assume that there exist constants k ‘ and k u where k u ¿k ‘ ¿0 such that k u ¿k pi (q˜i )¿k ‘ for all q˜i ∈ R and i = 1; : : : ; n. Let us deHne the continuously di8erentiable function UT (q) ˜ as ˜ = UT (q)



q˜ 0



T



 Kp () d =



n 



i=1



q˜i 0



i k pi (i ) di :



(8)



Inspired from the controller design methodology the so-called energy shaping plus damping injection [33,18,25], we propose the motion control strategy whose control law is given by ˜ + Kv (q) ˜ q˜˙ + M (q)qNd + C(q; q) ˙ q˙d ;  = ∇q˜Ua (q)



(9)



where qd ; q˙d and qNd are n×1 vectors of desired position, desired velocity and desired acceleration, respectively, q˜ = qd − q is an n × 1 vector of position errors, q˜˙ = q˙d − q˙ is an n × 1 vector of velocity errors. Matrix Kv (q) ˜ is an n × n diagonal positive-deHnite matrix for all q; ˜ q˜˙ ∈ Rn and Ua (q) ˜ is a di8erentiable function called arti7cial potential energy deHned as ˜ = UT (q) ˜ − U(q) Ua (q) ˜ as deHned in (8). Taking into account this deHnition, the proposed control law can be rewritten with UT (q) as ˜ q˜ + Kv (q) ˜ q˜˙ + M (q)qNd + C(q; q) ˙ q˙d + +(q):  = Kp (q)



(10)



In fact, this equation represents a variable gains PD+ control scheme. The PD+ controller with Hxed gains was originally studied in [18,27]. The closed-loop system is obtained by combining the robot dynamic model (1) with control law (10). The resulting equation is given by d dt



  q˜ q˜˙



 =



q˜˙







M (q)−1 [−Kp (q) ˜ q˜ − Kv (q) ˜ q˜˙ − C(q; q) ˙ q] ˜˙



(11)



which is a nonautonomous equation and the origin of the state space is the unique equilibrium point. We are now ready to state the following: Proposition 1. Consider the motion control law (10) in closed loop with the robot dynamic model (1). Then; the closed-loop system (11) is globally uniformly asymptotically stable. Proof. See the appendix. Let us denote by k pi (q˜i ) and k vi (q˜i ) the diagonal entries of matrices Kp (q) ˜ and Kv (q), ˜ respectively. They may be self-tuned on-line to get small gains for big position error and thus avoid torque saturation; and higher gains for small position errors to obtain good accuracy in the presence of friction. In the particular case where matrices Kp and Kv are constant, the corresponding controller get the structure of the so-called PD+ controller [18,27]. The application of this control scheme to the robot model (1) has been shown to yield a globally asymptotically stable system [27,38].
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4.1. Analysis in presence of friction Assuming that friction is modeled by viscous and Coulomb e8ects, the robot dynamics can be now described by ˙ = ; M (q)qN + C(q; q) ˙ q˙ + +(q) + Fv q˙ + Fc sign(q) where Fv and Fc are diagonal matrices whose positive entries denote the viscous and Coulomb coePcients of each joint. Compensation of viscous friction is easy to perform by adding Fv q˙ into the control law (10). The closed-loop system becomes       0 q˜˙ d q˜ = : (12) + dt q˜˙ ˙ M (q)−1 Fc sign(q) M (q)−1 [− Kp (q) ˜ q˜ − Kv (q) ˜ q˜˙ − C(q; q) ˙ q] ˜˙ Due to the boundedness property of the inertia matrix, then there exists a positive constant  such that ˙ M (q)−1 Fc sign(q)6



(13)



for all t¿0. On the other hand, observe that the origin of the state space may not be any more an equilibrium point of the closed-loop system (12). For this reason we do not expect that the position and velocity errors vanish as time increases. The best that we can expect is that if  is suPciently small, then q˜ and q˜˙ will be ultimately bounded provided that the initial conditions are small enough. This claim can be proven by using perturbed systems analysis techniques [16]. However, for the sake of completeness we present an outline of this analysis. Consider the Lyapunov function (A.1) used for the analysis of the system in the case of robot without friction which was shown to be globally positive deHnite and radially unbounded. The time derivative along the trajectories of the new closed-loop equation (12) leads to T ˙ q) V˙ (q; ˜ q) ˜˙ = − q˜˙ Kv (q) ˜ q˜˙ + h( ˜ T M (q)q˜˙ + h(q) ˜ T C(q; q) ˙ T q˜˙



− h(q) ˜ T Kp (q) ˜ q˜ − h(q) ˜ T Kv (q) ˜ q˜˙ ˙ + [q˜˙ + h(q)] ˜ T [M −1 (q)Fc sign(q)]:



(14)



In virtue of (13), we can see that V˙ (q; ˜ q) ˜˙ is composed of the sum of a negative quadratic term (this is proven in the appendix) plus a linear one, then there exists ¿0 such that    q˜    V˙ (q; ˜ q)60 ˜˙ ∀   ¿: (15)  q˜˙  It is worth noting from the Lyapunov function candidate (A.1) and (A.3) that  2  q˜    ˜ 6V (q; ˜ q)6[(1 ˜˙ + 2)M {M (q)} + M {Kp }]   ; [m {Kp } −  M {M (q)}]q  q˜˙  2



2



where  is a suPciently small constant – see (A.2). Hence, in view of (15) we have 2 ˜ 2 6V (q(t); ˜ q(t))6k ˜˙ [m {Kp } − 2 M {M (q)}]q s [(1 + 2)M {M (q)} + M {Kp }]



∀t¿0;
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where
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    q(0)  ˜  ks = max  ; :  q(0) ˜˙ 



Finally, the position error q˜ can be upper bounded by 2



q(t) ˜ 6



ks2 [(1 + 2)M {M (q)} + M {Kp }] m {Kp } − 2 M {M (q)}



∀t¿0:



which exhibits a decreasing tendency as m {Kp } increases. This means that the e8ect of Coulomb friction on position error can be decreased until a nonzero constant by selecting high proportional gain.



5. Fuzzy tuning motion controller The freedom to select the proportional and derivative gain matrices in a nonlinear manner for the PD+ control scheme may be of worth in real applications where manipulators are under e8ects of disturbances and constraints. Two important real constraints on robot manipulators are the friction in the manipulators joints and the technological limitation of torque (or force) capability in robot actuators. Friction produces bias in positioning while torque capability reduces the class of desired position trajectories. Considering these constraints, control speciHcations can be given by means of • Avoiding torque saturation of actuators. Denoted by max the upper bound on the available torque of ith i actuator, the control action must satisfy | i (t)|6 max i



∀t¿0; i = 1; : : : ; n:



• Prescribed tracking accuracy. Due to inevitable friction, tracking position errors are always present in some degree. A desired accuracy may be established through the limit lim q(t)6 ˜



t→∞



for a given ¿0. In order to fulHll the Hrst speciHcation, the desired position trajectory qd cannot be arbitrary. It is necessary that qd and its time derivatives hold: sat(M (qd )qNd + C(qd ; q˙d )q˙d + +(qd )) = M (qd )qNd + C(qd ; q˙d )q˙d + +(qd ); where the hard saturation function sat(x) was deHned in (2) and (3). On the other hand, for the second speciHcation, the tracking accuracy threshold  cannot be arbitrarily small. It must be consistent with the desired position trajectory qd and the torque limits max , but unfortunately there i is not any straightforward way to compute it. Fuzzy logic is a suitable approach as a mechanism to determine the nonlinear proportional and derivative gains of the PD+ control law according to previous practical speciHcations. This is because the input– output characteristics of fuzzy logic systems could be easily suited in order to fulHll the stability requirements
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of an FLT.



established in Proposition 1, namely • k u ¿k pi (q˜i )¿k ‘ for all q˜i ∈ R, and i = 1; : : : ; n; • k vi (q˜i )¿ for all q˜i ; q˜i ∈ R, and i = 1; : : : ; n for some ¿0. In order to tune the proportional gains k pi (q˜i ) and the derivative gains k vi (q˜i ) according to the inputs |q˜i |, in this paper we deHne one conceptual fuzzy logic tuner (FLT). In summary, 2n elementary FLT will be involved in the computation of n proportional gains k pi (q˜i ), and n derivative gains k vi (q˜i ). The design of the FLT follows steps similar to fuzzy logic controllers [37,9,19,39]. In general an FLT can be divided into three main modules: fuzziHcation module, rule base and inference module, and defuzziHcation module. This is shown in Fig. 1, where x ∈ Rm is the input vector to the FLT, and y is the scalar output. In order to completely characterize these modules, we need to know the following information: input membership functions, fuzziHcation method, output membership functions, rule base, premises connective, inference method and de8uzziHcation method. 5.1. Basic fuzzy logic tuner Having in mind the real-time implementation of the fuzzy tuning algorithm, a quite simple approach to design the FLT has been adopted. Let the conceptual FLT have only one input |x| and the corresponding output y. The FLT can be seen as a static mapping H deHned by H : R+ → R |x| → y: 5.1.1. Input membership functions The universe of discourse of |x|, denoted by X, in our case, goes from 0 to a maximum value of the input variable |x|max . This is partitioned into three fuzzy sets: B (big), M (medium), and S (small), with each attribute being described by a trapezoidal membership function. In order to simplify the notation, let us use the following convention. With reference to Fig. 2, the corresponding small, medium and big membership functions for the input variable x are denoted, respectively, by "S (|x|; p1 ; p2 ); "M (|x|; p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 ); "B (|x|; p3 ; p4 ):
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Fig. 2. Input membership functions.
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Fig. 3. Output membership functions.



From Fig. 2, it is worth noting that the above chosen fuzzy sets can be seen as real functions of the input |x|, which are themselves related by the following expressions: "M (|x|; p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 ) = 1 − "S (|x|; p1 ; p2 )



for |x|¡p3 ;



(16)



"B (|x|; p3 ; p4 ) = 1 − "M (|x|; p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 )



for |x|¿p3 :



(17)



These expressions will be useful to give an easy interpretation of the shape of the crisp output variable. Let us denote p = {p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 } as the fuzzy partition of the universe of discourse X of the input variable. The choice of the parameter values pi for i = 1; 2; 3; 4, will have a direct relation with the selection of the parameter values k i for i = 1; 2; 3 of the output membership functions. The criteria to choose the above parameters will be detailed later on. Regarding the fuzziHcation method, we select singleton fuzziHcation due to the fact that it greatly reduces the computation time. 5.1.2. Output membership functions The output variable y is partitioned into three fuzzy sets: B (big), M (medium), and S (small), with each attribute being described by a singleton membership function (see Fig. 3). The singleton membership functions corresponding to small, medium and big are denoted by "yS (·; k1 ); "yM (·; k2 ); "yB (·; k3 ): 5.1.3. Rule base and inference method Since we attempt real-time implementation of the fuzzy tuning algorithm, this should have as few rules as possible in order to reduce the computational e8ort. The selected rules into the Mamdani’s rule base are the
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following: IF "S (|x|; p1 ; p2 ) THEN "yB (·; k3 ) IF "M (|x|; p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 ) THEN IF



"B (|x|; p3 ; p4 ) THEN



"yM (·; k2 )



"yS (·; k1 ):



The Hrst rule speciHes that for a small position error we should apply a big kp in order to reduce still more this error. The second one speciHes that for a medium position error we must apply a medium kp , and the last rule speciHes that for a big position error we need to apply a small kp in order to avoid torque saturation. With regard to derivative gain k v , a similar criterion is used taking into account that for big position errors it is suitable to have small damping, to get a fast response, and for small position errors it is good to have a big damping, to avoid an oscillatory response. Evaluation of the rules using product inference and singleton fuzziHer (no premise connective is needed since we have only one input) leads to a real-valued vector function h(|x|; ·) : R+ × R → R3 given by 



h1 (|x|; ·)











     h(|x|; ·) =   h2 (|x|; ·)  = 



"S (|x|; p1 ; p2 )



0



0



"M (|x|; p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 )



0



0



h3 (|x|; ·)



0







"yB (·; k3 )







 M    "y (·; k2 )  ;   B S " (|x|; p3 ; p4 ) "y (·; k1 ) 0



where h(|x|; ·) has the following property: 1¿hi (|xi |; ·)¿0 with i = 1; 2; 3. Owing to singleton membership functions, for a given s ∈ R we have 



"S (|x|; p1 ; p2 )"yB (s; k3 )







 M  M  h(|x|; s) =   " (|x|; p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 )"y (s; k2 )  "B (|x|; p3 ; p4 )"yS (s; k1 ); 



"S (|x|; p1 ; p2 )&(s − k3 )







 M  ; = " (|x|; p ; p ; p ; p )&(s − k ) 1 2 3 4 2  



(18)



B



" (|x|; p3 ; p4 )&(s − k1 ) where &(·) denotes the ‘Dirac function’ [2]. The following feature of Dirac functions will be evoked later. For a real-valued function : R → R and any s0 ∈ R, the Dirac function has the following property: 



∞ −∞



(s)&(s − s0 ) ds = (s0 ):



(19)
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5.1.4. Defuzzi7cation method The defuzziHcation strategy chosen in this paper is the center of area method, also called ‘centroid method’. Therefore, the output y can be computed as 3  ∞ hi (|x|; s)s ds i=1 y = 3 −∞ : ∞ i=1 −∞ hi (|x|; s) ds Invoking this formula and (18) – (19), the defuzziHcation procedure reduces to y=



k1 "B (|x|; p3 ; p4 ) + k2 "M (|x|; p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 ) + k3 "S (|x|; p1 ; p2 ) |"B (|x|; p3 ; p4 )| + |"M (|x|; p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 )| + |"S (|x|; p1 ; p2 )|



(20)



or in compact manner as y=



kT (|x|; p) ; (|x|; p)1



(21)



where k = [k1 k2 k3 ]T ,  · 1 stands for the 1 norm, (·)T denotes transpose and   "B (|x|; p3 ; p4 )   M  (|x|; p) =   " (|x|; p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 )  : "S (|x|; p1 ; p2 ) Therefore, for a given input |x| the output y can be computed straightforward from (20). This FLT has the feature that under weak conditions its output y is bounded away from a strictly positive constant. This is stated in the following: Property 3. Consider the described FLT. Assume that (|x|; p)1 ¿0 for all x ∈ R; and k3 ¿k2 ¿k1 ¿0. Then y(|x|)¿k1 ¿0 ∀x ∈ R: Proof. Since by deHnition all entries of (|x|; p) are nonnegative and by assumption k3 ¿k2 ¿k1 ¿0, then [k1 k2 k3 ](|x|; p)¿k1 (|x|; p)1 : Incorporating this expression into (21) we get the desired conclusion. Assumption (|x|; p)1 ¿0 means that the intersection of the input membership functions is nonempty for all input |x|. This is easy to check by testing the following obvious inequalities: p1 ¡p2 ;



(22)



p3 ¡p4 :



(23)



5.2. Tuning the gains As previously described, the basic FLT is invoked to determine the proportional and derivative gains. Thus, a set of 2n FLTs are deHned, that is Hkpi : R+ → R |q˜i | → kpi
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and Hkvi : R+ → R |q˜i | → kvi for i = 1; : : : ; n. A block diagram of the proposed fuzzy tuning variable gains PD+ control scheme is depicted in Fig. 4. We are ready to present our main stability result. Proposition 2. Consider the robot dynamic model (1) together with the proposed control scheme (10). Let the proposed fuzzy logic tuners be used to obtain the nonlinear gains k pi and k vi . If each FLT is designed assuming (22)– (23) and the fuzzy set supports for the output variables are strictly positive (i.e. the corresponding k1 ; k2 and k3 are strictly positive); then the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable and the position tracking objective limt→∞ q(t) = qd (t) is achieved. Proof. In virtue of Property 3, assumptions in Proposition 2 mean that all gains are bounded away from a positive constant. This implies that there exists ¿0 such that • k pi (q˜i )¿ for all q˜i ∈ R, and i = 1; : : : ; n; • k vi (q˜i )¿ for all q˜i ∈ R, and i = 1; : : : ; n: Therefore, the desired conclusion follows straightforward from Proposition 1. 5.3. Design rule of the fuzzy logic tuner The design parameters of the FLT, besides taking into account the stability requirements established in Proposition 1, must consider the actuator torque constraints and the prescribing tracking accuracy. To this end, it is worth to note that the crisp output variable is determined by (20), which may be reduced to y = k1 "B (|x|; p3 ; p4 ) + k2 "M (|x|; p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 ) + k3 "S (|x|; p1 ; p2 );



(24)



because we have designed the input membership functions in such a way that they satisfy (16) and (17) which implies that (|x|; p)1 = 1 ∀|x| ∈ X ⊂ R+ . This selection of the input membership functions leads to the following equivalent expression of (24): y = "S (|x|; p1 ; p2 )[k3 − k2 ] + k2



for |x|¡p3 ;



y = "M (|x|; p1 ; p2 ; p3 ; p4 )[k2 − k1 ] + k1



for |x|¿p3 :



(25)



The above equation leads to a simple shape for the static mapping deHned by the FLT, which is depicted in Fig. 5. This choice of the mapping shape obeys the requirement of having small proportional and derivative gains for large position errors (to avoid saturation of the actuators), and the availability of having big proportional and derivative gains for small position errors (to mitigate the Coulomb friction undesirable e8ects and increase the position accuracy). From Fig. 5, it is straightforward to see that the designed FLT deHnes a piecewise linear static mapping which assigns to each element |x| of X ⊂ R+ (in our case, it will be the position error q˜i ) an element y(|x|) ∈ R (proportional gain k pi (q˜i ), or derivative gain k vi (q˜i )). In order to obtain the desired mapping shape and to reduce the computation of the real-time controller, we selected simple strategies of design, namely: trapezoidal input membership functions, singleton fuzziHcation, singleton output membership functions, Mamdani’s rule base, product inference, and the centroid defuzziHcation method.
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Fig. 4. Block diagram.
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Fig. 5. Shape of the crisp output variable.



On the other hand, to choose the design parameters of the input and output membership functions taking into account the actuator torque constraints, we assume that each joint actuator is able to supply a known maximum torque max so that i | i |6 max ; i



i = 1; : : : ; n;



where i stands for the ith entry of vector . We also assume that the maximum torque satisHes the following condition:



(26)



max i



of each actuator



¿&i = mT i + cTi + gTi ;



max i



(27)



mT i ¿ max{|Mi1 (q)| |qNd1 |max + · · · + |Min (q)| |qNdn |max };



(28)



˙ max ) |q˙d1 |max + · · · + |Cin (q; |q| ˙ max ) |q˙dn |max }; cTi ¿ max{|Ci1 (q; |q|



(29)



gTi ¿ max{|gi (q)|}



(30)



where q



q; q˙ q



˙ is the ijth entry of C(q; q) ˙ and gi (q) is for i = 1; : : : ; n, where Mij (q) is the ijth entry of M (q), Cij (q; q) the ith entry of +(q), with j = 1; : : : ; n, and | · |max denoting the maximum absolute value of the respective variable. In this point, it is worth to note that |q˙i |max (depending on initial conditions) exists because we have proven in Proposition 1 that the origin of the closed-loop system is globally uniformly asymptotically stable and therefore the solutions of (11) are bounded. The design problem of the FLT is now reduced to select the input and output membership functions parameters pi and k i , respectively, such that the FLT delivers the proportional gain k pi (and the derivative ∀t¿0. gain k vi ) in such a way that the controller supplies joint torques satisfying | i |¡ max i On the other hand, the absolute value of the joint torque i supplied by the control law (10) leads to | i |6|kpi (q˜i )q˜i | + |kvi (q˜i )q˜˙i | + &i ;



(31)



where &i was deHned in (27). Also, it is useful to notice that the control law (10) is a model-based control scheme which intends to compensate for the nonlinearities and the mismatch in the dynamical description of the model (4) [17]. Since
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the proportional and derivative terms of the control law (10) are added with the intention of compensating for small coupling torques arising out of the mismatch in the dynamics of the simpliHed model (11) and the real arm, and taking into account the freedom to select the proportional and derivative gains in a nonlinear manner, we employ the criterion of limiting, by a portion of max , the respective commanded torques of these i terms, to select some of the FLT parameters. Let us denote the allowed maximum value of the proportional and derivative terms as π = max |k pi (q˜i )q˜i | and &vi = max |k vi (q˜i )q˙i |. In order to satisfy (26) we need to choose π and &vi in such a way that the following expression is satisHed: | i |6π + &vi + &i 6 max i



∀|q˜i | ∈ X ⊂ R+ ; q˜˙i ∈ R; t¿0:



(32)



In short, according to the above criteria and Proposition 2, we must select the parameter values of the input and output membership functions pi and k i fulHlling the next conditions π ¡ max ; i



(33)



k1 |x|max 6π ;



(34)



k2 p3 6π ;



(35)



k3 p1 6π ;



(36)



p1 ¡p2 ¡p3 ¡p4 ;



(37)



k1 ¡k2 ¡k3 :



(38)



The human knowledge is used Hrst, in selecting the best allowed maximum value of the proportional and derivative terms π and &vi in such a way that (32) is satisHed, and second, in selecting the best relationships between pi and k i , fulHlling (33) – (38), to get the best performance of the closed-loop system. As we saw in the previous section, undesirable e8ects of Coulomb friction can be decreased, and therefore the tracking position accuracy improved until nonzero constant, by selecting high proportional gain, that is, increasing k3 to a suitable value. For large position errors it is suitable for a small damping to get a fast response, whereas for small errors it is good to have big damping to avoid oscillatory response. Thus, conditions (33), (37) and (38) are the same for the derivative terms but using &vi instead of π . 6. Experimental evaluation Experiments on a direct-drive robot arm have been carried out in order to compare the performance of the proposed fuzzy self-tuning approach with respect to the constant-valued gains PD+ control scheme [27]. We have built at CICESE Research Center a two degree of freedom experimental direct-drive robot arm to enable real-time control experiments [29]. The arm moves in the vertical plane as shown in Fig. 6. The motors are operated in torque mode, so they act as torque source and accept an analog voltage as a reference of torque signal. The control algorithm is executed at 2.5 ms sampling rate in a control board (based on a DSP 32-bit Uoating point microprocessor) mounted on a PC host computer. The entries of dynamics (1) of this two degree-of-freedom direct-drive robotic manipulator – C(q; q) ˙ has been chosen using Christo8el symbols – are given by [28]   2:351 + 0:168 cos(q2 ) 0:102 + 0:084 cos(q2 ) M (q) = ; 0:102 + 0:084 cos(q2 ) 0:102
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 C(q; q) ˙ =



+(q) = 9:81  f (q) ˙ =



− 0:084 sin(q2 )q˙2



− 0:084 sin(q2 )(q˙1 + q˙2 )



0:084 sin(q2 )q˙1 0   3:921 sin(q1 ) + 0:186 sin(q1 + q2 )



2:288q˙1 0:175q˙2



0:186 sin(q1 + q2 )
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 ;



;



;



where f (q) ˙ has been incorporated into the model to include viscous friction. It is worth mentioning that Coulomb and static friction are also present in the robot joints, however, we have decided to consider them as unmodeled dynamics. According to the actuators manufacturer, the direct-drive motors are able to supply torques within the following bounds



max = 150 N m; 1



max = 15 N m: 2 The desired position trajectory qd (see Eq. (39)) was inspired from the structure of the desired trajectories used by other authors for experimental evaluation of control algorithms [6,7]. In our application, the second term of (39) was chosen in such a way to exploit the arm in its fastest motion but without invading the actuators saturating zone, and the Hrst one was chosen to add a step reference to demand an initial big torque:     3 3 1:57 0:78[1 − e−2:0t ] + 0:17[1 − e−2:0t ] sin(!1 t)  rad; qd = (39) + 3 3 1:57 1:04[1 − e−1:8t ] + 2:18[1 − e−1:8t ] sin(!2 t) where !1 and !2 represent the frequency of the desired trajectory for the shoulder and elbow joints, respectively. In our experimental tests, we use expression (39) with !1 = 15 rad=s and !2 = 3:5 rad=s. The desired trajectory qd is suPcient to produce a large excursion in the applied torque signals exploiting widely the actuator capabilities. Also it requests large velocity and acceleration peaks of |q˙d1 | = 2:55 rad=s and |q˙d2 | = 7:63 rad=s, |qNd1 | = 38:25 rad=s2 and |qNd2 | = 26:70 rad=s2 for the shoulder and elbow joints, respectively. Through the experimental tests, the arm initial conHguration was at rest in its vertical down position. This corresponds to q(0) = 0 and q(0) ˙ = 0 and then q˜T (0) = [=2 =2] rad and q(0) ˜˙ = 0. 6.1. Constant-valued gains PD+ controller We implemented the Hxed gain PD+ controller incorporing the term f (q) ˙ for viscous friction compensation given by  = Kp q˜ + Kv q˜˙ + M (q)qNd + C(q; q) ˙ q˙d + +(q) + f (q); ˙



(40)



where Kp and Kv are n × n proportional and derivative Hxed-gain symmetric positive-deHnite matrices. The larger the proportional gains k p1 and k p2 that can be chosen without neither saturating the actuators nor exciting the resonance, the better the performance, in general. We have observed that actuators saturation usually occurs at the beginning of the experiments when the arm starts moving. Since the arm is initially at rest and q(0) ˜˙ = qN d (0) = 0, then the initial torque is given by (0) = Kp q(0): ˜
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Fig. 6. Robot.



Fig. 7. Applied torques.



In order to avoid saturation at t = 0 s we have chosen k p1 = 1:658 N m=deg and k p2 = 0:157 N m=deg which yields | 1 (0)|6 1max = 150 N m and | 2 (0)|6 2max = 15 N m. For proper damping, we selected the derivative gains as k v1 = 0:3316 N m s=deg and k v2 = 0:1047 N m s=deg. The experimental results are depicted in Figs. 7–9. The objective of Figs. 7 and 8 is to show that the components 1 and 2 of the applied torques remain within the prescribed bounds during the experiments. The evolution of the position error q˜ is depicted in Fig. 9. As one can see, the experimental results are really disappointing because the components of the position error have unacceptable large oscillatory behavior. During the experimental tests there was no way to reduce the position tracking error by increasing the proportional gains without saturating the actuators. 6.2. Fuzzy self-tuning PD+ controller In addition to keeping constant the proportional and derivative gains, experiments were also conducted by modifying them according to the FLTs described in the previous section. In accordance with (33) – (38) and the human knowledge, the allowed maximum value of the proportional and derivative terms π and &vi are chosen as &p1 = 108 N m;



&p2 = 10:8 N m;



&v1 = 13 N m;



&v2 = 3:8 N m:



Following (33) – (38), fuzzy partitions of the universes of discourse of the tracking errors |q˜1 | and |q˜2 | are characterized, respectively, by the sets pq˜1 = {0:5; 1; 10; 15} deg; pq˜2 = {2; 4; 10; 15} deg; where pq˜i = {p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; p4 } denotes the supports of the membership function of q˜i according to our convention (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 8. Applied torques.
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Fig. 9. Position errors.



On the other hand, the universes of discourse X of the proportional gains k pi were determined in agreement with the following criterion. A high priority was paid to avoid actuators saturation, thus the smaller values of the proportional gains were computed for the worst case in our experimental set-up where the larger position error |x|max was deHned to equal 2. In other words, assuming that the higher torque is requested just when the arm begins moving and then q(0) ˜˙ = qN d (0) = 0, the smallest values for k pi must satisfy       150 0:41 kp1 1 ≈ N m=deg 6 360 15 0:041 kp2 which were used to deHne the singleton small membership functions. Also, the values for the proportional gains partitions were designed taking into account conditions given in (33)– (38) and the desired position tracking accuracy  = 2◦ . The Hnal partition of the universes of discourses for the proportional gains were kkp1 = {0:3; 4:0; 40:0} N m=deg; kkp2 = {0:03; 0:4; 7:0} N m=deg; where kk pi = {k1 ; k2 ; k3 } denotes the supports of the membership function of output k pi according to our convention (see Fig. 3). Following similar criteria the partition of the universe of discourse for the derivative gains k vi were chosen as follows: kkv1 = {0:087; 0:5; 1:57} N m s=deg; kkv2 = {0:0087; 0:05; 0:157} N m s=deg: Fuzzy partitions chosen ensure that the fuzzy self-tuners deliver proportional and derivative gains in agreement with conditions of Proposition 2; therefore, in case of absence of friction we assure that the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable, and for the friction case we get ultimately the boundedness of the tracking position errors. Implementation of the full control system which composed of the PD+ control law and the fuzzy self-tuning algorithm was executed in 0:3 ms. Figs. 10–12 show the experimental results. Applied torque 1 and 2 are sketched in Figs. 10 and 11. As expected both signal remains within the prescribed allowable maximum torque for each actuator. The position
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Fig. 10. Applied torques.



Fig. 11. Applied torques.



Fig. 12. Position errors.



Fig. 13. Proportional gain k p1 .



tracking error q˜ whose components are shown in Fig. 12 are acceptably small. Comparing these position errors with those obtained for the case of Hxed gains in Fig. 9, we see that the accuracy is improved by using the fuzzy self-tuning algorithm. To realize how the gains are selected by the fuzzy logic algorithm, Figs. 13–16 show the time histories of the proportional gains k p1 and k p2 , and the derivative gains k v1 and k v2 . They are representative of the type of curves obtained from this kind of fuzzy tuning. Remark. It can be seen based on the experimental results, that the Hxed gains PD+ controller is not able to suitably follow the desired position trajectory (39). This is because it is not possible to increase the gains without saturating the actuators to reduce the position tracking errors. This kind of trajectories are too severe to be followed by the classical tracking control schemes of robot manipulators. The main source of severity in the desired trajectory is the addition of a step reference to a smooth tracking reference. In contrast, the fuzzy self-tuning approach has shown to have the ability to face up to the tracking of such kind of trajectories without exceeding the torque limits of the actuators.
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Fig. 14. Proportional gain k p2 .
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Fig. 15. Derivative gain k v1 .



Fig. 16. Derivative gain k v2 .



7. Summary A globally uniformly asymptotically stability proof has been given for a PD+ controller with nonlinear gains for the case of friction free manipulators. As a particular case, a fuzzy approach for self-tuning on-line of the proportional and derivative gains of a PD+ controller for robot manipulators has been also introduced. The proposed controller deals with two important practical features: actuator torque capabilities and desired accuracy. Experimental evaluation on a direct-drive robot arm allows the conclusion that performance improvement of this approach over the Hxed-gains PD+ technique is achieved.



Appendix. Proof of Proposition 1 (outline) The proof follows steps similar to those given in [30], nevertheless we give an outline of the proof remarking only the extensions made to that proof.
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To carry out the stability analysis we use the following Lyapunov function candidate whose structure has been studied in [30]: T ˜ + h(q) ˜ T M (q)q; ˜˙ V (q; ˜ q) ˜˙ = 12 q˜˙ M (q)q˜˙ + UT (q)



(A.1)



where h(q) ˜ = q=(1 ˜ + q) ˜ and  is a constant that satisHes  min



m {Kv (q; 2m {Kv (q; k‘ ˜ q)} ˜˙ ˜ q)}k ˜˙ ‘ ; ; M {M (q)} 2[kC1 + 2M {M (q)}] [M {Kv (q; ˜ q)} ˜˙ + kC1 q˙d max ]2



 ¿¿0:



(A.2)



Rearranging the Lyapunov function candidate we can write V (q; ˜ q) ˜˙ = 12 [q˜˙ + h(q)] ˜ T M (q)[q˜˙ + h(q)] ˜ + UT (q) ˜ − 12 2 h(q) ˜ T M (q)h(q): ˜



(A.3)



By using the inequality 1 2 ˜ T M (q)h(q)6 12 2 M {M (q)}q ˜ 2 2  h(q)



and the next properties 1 q˜ 2 1 k  q ˜ ¿ T Kp () d¿ 12 k‘ q ˜ 2 u 2 0



and







q˜ 0



T Kp () d → ∞



as q ˜ → ∞:



(A.4)



(A.5)



Thus we have the conclusion V (q; ˜ q) ˜˙ ¿ 12 [q˜˙ + h(q)] ˜ T M (q)[q˜˙ + h(q)] ˜ + 12 [k‘ − 2 M {M (q)}] q ˜ 2:



(A.6)



1 Proof. This proof has been inspired from arguments reported in [14]. Since there exist constants k and k such that k ¿k (q˜ )¿k u u pi i ‘ ‘ for all q˜i ∈ R and i = 1; : : : ; n, then







1 k |q˜ |2 ¿ 2 u i



and







q˜i



which yields 1 k q ˜ 2¿ 2 u







q˜ 0



0



i kpi (i ) di ¿ 12 k‘ |q˜i |2 ;



i kpi (i ) di → ∞ as |q˜i | → ∞



0



and



q˜i







q˜ 0



T Kp () d¿ 12 k‘ q ˜ 2



T Kp () d → ∞ as q ˜ → ∞:
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Owing to  satisHes (A.2), then it ensures that (A.6) is a radially unbounded positive-deHnite function. The time derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate (A.1) along the closed-loop system trajectories yields T ˙ q) V˙ (q; ˜ q) ˜˙ = − q˜˙ Kv (q) ˜ q˜˙ + h( ˜ T M (q)q˜˙



˜ T Kp (q) + h(q) ˜ T C(q; q) ˙ T q˜˙ − h(q) ˜ q˜ ˜ q; ˜˙ − h(q) ˜ T Kv (q)



(A.7)



where we have used Leibniz’ rule for the di8erentiation of integrals, Properties 1 and 2. Following similar steps to those given in [30] we may rewrite V˙ (q; ˜ q) ˜˙ as V˙ (q; ˜ q) ˜˙ 6 − 12 m {Kv (q)} ˜ q ˜˙ 2 + [kC1 q˙d Max + M {Kv (q)}] ˜ − k‘



q ˜ 2 1 + q ˜



q ˜ q ˜˙ 1 + q ˜ (A.8)
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